MEDITERRANEAN   CIVILIZATION   AFTER   THE   INVASIONS
bably have preferred to own allegiance to Byzantium rather than
to the Pranks.
In short, "Romania," though somewhat diminished in the
North, still survived as a whole.1 It had, of course, altered greatly
for the worse. In every domain of life, in the arts, literature and
science, the regression is manifest. Pereunte . . . liberalium cuhura
Htterarum, as Gregory of Tours very truly says.2 "Romania" sur-
vived by virtue of its inertia. There was nothing to take its place,
and no one protested against it. Neither the Church nor the laity
conceived that there could be any other form of civilization. In
the midst of the prevailing decadence only one moral force held
its own: the Church, and for the Church the Empire still existed.
Gregory the Great wrote to the Emperor that he reigned over
men, the Barbarians over slaves.3 The Church might quarrel with
the Emperors of Byzantium, but it remained loyal to them. Had
not the Fathers told it that the Roman Empire existed in accordance
with the will of God, and that it was indispensable to Christianity ?
Had it not modelled its organization upon that of the Empire ?
Did it not speak the language of the Empire ? Had it not preserved
the law and the culture of die Empire ? And were not all its digni-
taries recruited from the ancient senatorial families ?
4. The Germanic States in the West
It is so obvious that the point need not be emphasized, that the
tribal institutions of the Germans could not be preserved in the
new kingdoms, founded on the soil of the Empire,4 in the midst
of the Roman population. They were able to survive only in small
1	Nothing was borrowed from the Germans with the exception of proper
names, and these are no proof of nationality; they were bestowed out of
flattery.
2	Hist. Franc. Praefatio, ed. arndt, m.g.h.ss.rer.merov., vol. I, p, 7.
8 GREGORY THE GREAT, Regi$t., XIII, 34, ed. HARTMANN, M.G.H,EHST,, Vol. II,
p- 397-
4 There can be no question of speaking,*as certain writers have done, of the
social policy of these kings, and of their "conservative attifcide" in Aspect of
the Imperial institutions.
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